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ABSTRACT
Feature scattering is long said to be an undesirable characteristic in source code. Since scattered features introduce extensions across the code base, their maintenance requires analyzing and changing different locations in code, possibly causing ripple effects. Despite this fact, scattering often occurs in practice, either due to limitations in existing programming languages (e.g., imposition of a dominant decomposition) or time-pressure issues. In the latter case, scattering provides a simple way to support new capabilities, avoiding the upfront investment of creating modules and interfaces (when possible). Hence, we argue that scattering is not necessarily bad, provided it is kept within certain limits, or thresholds. Extracting thresholds, however, is not a trivial task. For instance, research shows that some source-code-metric distributions are heavy-tailed, usually following power-law models. In the face of heavy-tailed distributions, reporting metrics in terms of averages and standard deviations is unreliable, although commonly done so. Thus, prior to extracting reliable thresholds for feature scattering, one must understand the shape of feature-scattering distribution. In this direction, we analyze the scattering degree of five C-pre-processor-based software families and verify whether their empirical cumulative feature-scattering distributions follow power laws. Our results show that feature scattering in the studied subject systems have characteristics of heavy-tailed distributions, with a good-fit with power laws. Hence, we raise awareness that feature scattering thresholds based on central measures may not be reliable in practice.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.8 [Metrics]: Product metrics

General Terms
Measurement, Reliability, Verification
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1. INTRODUCTION
Feature scattering is long said to be an undesirable property of source code [2, 3, 9, 14, 15, 22]. Since scattered features introduce extensions across the code base, their maintenance requires changing different locations in code, possibly causing ripple effects. Despite this fact, scattering often occurs in practice [9, 14, 15, 16, 17, 22], either due to limitations in existing programming languages (e.g., imposition of a dominant decomposition [23, 13]) or time-pressure issues. In the latter case, scattering provides a simple way to support new capabilities, avoiding the upfront investment of creating modules and interfaces (when possible). Hence, we argue that scattering is not necessarily bad, provided it is kept within certain limits, or thresholds.

Different from other metrics [1, 20], reference thresholds for feature scattering have not been defined so far. At best, researchers report averages and standard deviations over a large set of systems, as performed by Liebig et al. [16]. Central tendency measures (e.g., mean and standard deviation), however, might not be representative values. Recent work [4, 18, 20, 24], for instance, suggests that some source-code metrics follow heavy-tailed distributions, often times matching a power-law distribution. In such distribution kind, the probability that an entity measure deviates from a typical value (e.g., mean) is not negligible. Stated otherwise, a significant fraction of code entities do not follow typical metric values, making central statistics unreliable [4].

As a first step towards extracting reliable thresholds for feature scattering, we set to study the shape of feature-scattering distributions in real-world systems. Specifically, we concentrate in systems that rely on the C pre-processor as a means to represent their features, and analyze five open-source software families matching that criterion.

The C pre-processor is largely used to extend the C language with simple meta-programming facilities, in addition to supporting the implementation of software families [16, 2, 21]. In the latter case, features are denoted with macro
names, which in turn are referenced by different compilation guard conditions. In the C pre-processor, there are different types of guard conditions: #ifdef, #ifndef, #elif, and #if. In this paper, we refer to all these constructs simply as ifdef.

Figure 1 provides an example taken from libxml2, one of our subject systems. In file elfgcchack.h, developers introduce some code fragments conditioned to the presence of specific features. Lines 4,495–4,497, for instance, depend on the presence of feature LIBXML_FTP_ENABLED. Selecting this feature causes the C pre-processor to keep the definition of xmlIOFTPClose as given in line 4,497; otherwise, the absence of feature LIBXML_FTP_ENABLED results in the alternative fragment in line 4,500. To select a feature, users-developers define them in code, as in

```c
#define LIBXML_FTP_ENABLED
```

or set specific compiler flags. We analyze scattering by parsing ifdefs in the code of five C-pre-processor-based open-source software families: vi, libxml2, lighttpd, MySQL, and the Linux kernel. Specifically, for each system, we measure the scattering degree of each of its features (i.e., the number of ifdefs that refer to each feature), checking whether the resulting empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) follows a power law.

In a nutshell, our investigation suggests that feature scattering does follow a power-law distribution. Thus, we raise awareness that feature-scattering thresholds based on central measures may not be reliable in practice. The investigation of a larger corpus, however, is required to further confirm (or refute) our findings.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide a short explanation of power-law distributions, which we reference throughout the paper. Section 3 presents our methodology when investigating the relationship between scattering and power laws. We then discuss our results in Section 4, followed by a discussion of threats to validity (Section 5) and related work (Section 6). Section 7 then concludes the paper and points out future work.

2. POWER-LAW DISTRIBUTIONS

A discrete power-law distribution (which we simply refer as power law) is a probability distribution where the probability that a discrete random variable X assumes a value x is proportional to x raised to the negative power of a positive constant k:

$$P(X = x) \propto x^{-k} \quad \text{where} \quad c > 0, k > 0$$ \hspace{1cm} (1)

A power law as given by the equation diverges when x = 0. In fact, it requires a lower-bound value x_{min} > 0 to set up a cut-off value defining a starting point (x > x_{min}) from which a power-law behaviour occurs [5]. As we shall see later in the methodology part of our work, the parameters k and x_{min} play an important role when performing a goodness-of-fit analysis.

An important characteristic of a power-law distribution concerns its plotting: When plotted in a logarithmic scale, a power-law function results in a decreasing line. As Baxter et al. [4] report, this is a distinguishing characteristic of power-law distributions.

Interestingly, different researchers report that the distribution of different source-code metrics follow a power-law distribution [24, 4, 18, 20]. Currently, however, no work has investigated whether the same behaviour occurs for feature scattering—our goal of investigation.

3. METHODOLOGY

This section discusses the selection of subject systems, the data collection process to assess feature scattering, and the statistical analysis of the collected data. Our datasets, R scripts, and associated tooling are publicly available on a companion website.2

3.1 Selection of Subjects

To verify whether scattered features follow a power-law distribution, we selected five open-source software families that rely on C pre-processor directives to annotate feature code. Table 1 provides information of the subjects.

Our selection takes a subset of the systems analyzed by Liebig et. al [16] when investigating 40 open-source systems. The choice of our subjects was guided by three criteria: (i) each system must cover a distinct functional domain. This criterion prevents bias towards a specific domain; (ii) each system must be a mature software system in the selected functional domain. This decision relies on the assumption that developers of mature systems are more likely to have found a practical balance to when and how much to scatter. It is a requirement for establishing credible thresholds; (iii) the selection of subjects must comprise systems with different sizes, which we measure using two distinct metrics (avoids bias towards a particular system size):

- SLOC (Source Lines of Code): The total number of source lines of code of a given system. This counting excludes blank lines and comments. Moreover, sequence of multilines (lines ending with a backslash) are counted as a single line.3

---

1Example: `-DLIBXML_FTP_ENABLED` in gcc.
2http://rodrigoqueiroz.bitbucket.org/fosd2014.html
3Multilines are convenient when spanning a long line across multiple ones; during compilation, sequences of multilines are taken as a single line.
3.3 Statistical Analysis

Our statistical analysis is performed using the R statistical environment\(^3\) and the poweRlaw package [11].

First, we define the two parameters \(k\) and \(x_{\text{min}}\) of the best-fit power law (\(P_0\)) that approximates as close as possible to the empirical CDF of the scattering distribution (\(P\)) of a system under analysis. When searching for a \(P_0\), we rely on the maximum-likelihood estimator method (MLE), while choosing \(x_{\text{min}}\) as the value minimizing the Kolmogorov-Statistic (KS). The KS statistic is given by the maximum distance \(|P_0(x) - P(x)|\), for all \(x > x_{\text{min}}\). For further details, the reader is referred to elsewhere [5, 12, 11].

\(^3\)http://www.sdml.info/projects/srcml/
\(^4\)http://www.r-project.org/

### Table 1: Selected subjects (general description)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Source Code Location</th>
<th>Functional Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vi</td>
<td>50325</td>
<td><a href="http://sourceforge.net/projects/ex-vi">http://sourceforge.net/projects/ex-vi</a></td>
<td>Text editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libxml2</td>
<td>2.9.1</td>
<td><a href="https://git.gnome.org/browse/libxml2">https://git.gnome.org/browse/libxml2</a></td>
<td>XML library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lighttpd</td>
<td>1.4.35</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lighttpd.net/download">http://www.lighttpd.net/download</a></td>
<td>Web server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>5.6.19</td>
<td><a href="http://dev.mysql.com">http://dev.mysql.com</a></td>
<td>Database management system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux kernel</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/torvalds/linux">https://github.com/torvalds/linux</a></td>
<td>Operating system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 2, our subjects include small (vi and lighttpd), medium (libxml2), and large software systems (MySQL and Linux kernel), as quantified by the SLOC and NOFC metrics. All subjects are mature systems, and have existed over many years.

### Table 2: Selected subjects: size metrics (SLOC: Source Lines of Code, NOFC: Number of Feature Constants)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>NOFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vi</td>
<td>22,275</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libxml2</td>
<td>222,009</td>
<td>2,095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lighttpd</td>
<td>39,990</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>1,578,250</td>
<td>1,987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux kernel</td>
<td>11,964,252</td>
<td>12,253</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- NOFC (Number of Feature Constants): The total number of macros names that are referred in, at least, one ifdef.

As shown in Table 2, our subjects include small (vi and lighttpd), medium (libxml2), and large software systems (MySQL and Linux kernel), as quantified by the SLOC and NOFC metrics. All subjects are mature systems, and have existed over many years.

### 3.3 Statistical Analysis

Our statistical analysis is performed using the R statistical environment\(^3\) and the poweRlaw package [11].

First, we define the two parameters \(k\) and \(x_{\text{min}}\) of the best-fit power law (\(P_0\)) that approximates as close as possible to the empirical CDF of the scattering distribution (\(P\)) of a system under analysis. When searching for a \(P_0\), we rely on the maximum-likelihood estimator method (MLE), while choosing \(x_{\text{min}}\) as the value minimizing the Kolmogorov-Statistic (KS). The KS statistic is given by the maximum distance \(|P_0(x) - P(x)|\), for all \(x > x_{\text{min}}\). For further details, the reader is referred to elsewhere [5, 12, 11].

\(^3\)http://www.sdml.info/projects/srcml/
\(^4\)http://www.r-project.org/
subject system. As Figure 2 shows, the highest scattering-degree (SD) value in 95% of the features in each system ranges from 13 to 27. In contrast, the remaining 5% of features have a steep scattering degree (due to space, we crop the y-axis of the plotted graph to report a maximum SD of 300). In the latter share, the scattering degree reaches extreme values in MySQL and in the Linux kernel, while other systems display lower bounds (vi, libxml2, and lighttpd).

Table 3 shows the maximum SD in each system, along with its mean value.

The analysis of the percentile plot shows that the mean SD-value is too far apart from the values in the last 10% of the features. This nicely illustrates that the mean is not a representative value of the scattering degree of a typical feature. Such characteristic is a necessary, yet not sufficient condition for us to claim that feature scattering follows a power-law distribution in the analyzed systems. To this end, we perform a best-fit analysis.

Following the methodology steps described in Section 3.3, we perform a best-fit analysis to estimate the parameters of the power-law model \((k \text{ and } x_{\text{min}})\) of each empirical CDF. In Figure 3, we plot each power law in logarithmic scale, resulting in the red decreasing line in each graph of the figure. As we state in Section 2, the resulting line is a distinct characteristic of power-law distributions. We then take the logarithmic scale of the scattering measures of the empirical CDF of each system, adding the transformed data points to the graph of each system. The resulting plot reveals that the data points approximate the line of the power law, strengthening our understanding that scattering follows a power-law distribution.

To statistically check whether the fitted power laws are plausible models (null hypothesis), we perform a bootstrapping hypothesis test. Table 4 shows the \(p\)-values obtained for each power law. We find four statistically significant models (\(p\)-value > 0.1), leading us to accept the null hypothesis for vi, lighttpd, MySQL, and Linux kernel. In the case of libxml2, however, we reject the null hypothesis in favour of the alternative one (the power-law model is not a plausible explanation model). Note that this is not the same as concluding that the scattering distribution of libxml2 is not heavy-tailed. In fact, Figure 2 suggests a heavy-tailed behaviour. Thus, feature scattering in libxml2 is likely to better fit an alternative heavy-tailed model (e.g., stretched exponential or log-normal).

Summary of findings: Feature-scattering distributions follow power laws in four out of five systems we analyze. In the remaining system (libxml2), feature scattering seems to follow an alternative heavy-tailed distribution.

5. Threats to validity

The most likely threat to the validity of our findings is the selection of only five subject systems (external validity). We acknowledge that the current selection is not large enough for us to judge whether our results are applicable to every pre-processor-based software family. We, however, attempted to minimize this threat by carefully selecting mature systems of different sizes and that come from different domains. The mechanism in which features are realized also poses an external threat. Since features may be realized in different ways depending on the programming language, scattering may not have the same behaviour as observed in the five investigated C-pre-processor-based software families.

Another threat arises when computing the scattering degree. When using fscat, we consider all the C source of each system, and we do not distinguish files that are automatically generated (e.g., those produced by parser generators) from those that are not. Thus, our results are, to some extent, subject to the influence of such particular files (construct validity). We argue, however, that the majority of files we take for analysis are not automatically generated.

Last, but not least, our results indicate that feature scattering follows a power-law distribution in four out of five of our subjects. However, it might be the case that other distributions are a better fit (e.g., log-normal or stretched exponential). We defer such an investigation for future work.

6. Related work

Liebig et al. [16] analyzed forty program families to show how developers employ the C pre-preprocessor when implementing features and their associated ifdefs in code. The authors consider not only scattering metrics, but also metrics measuring tangling (the degree in which features interplay in ifdef annotations), the granularity of annotations (the syntactic location where an ifdef occurs—e.g., at a global level, inside a function, inside a block, etc.), and the type of annotated code (homogeneous, meaning that a verbatim copy of the annotated also appears in another annotated code; heterogeneous, with distinct extensions; or a mix of the previous two). The authors report their results using central statistics measures, including averages and standard deviations. However, the properties of the underlying metric-distributions have not been checked (e.g., whether data is symmetric, as seen in Gaussian distributions, or whether they are heavy-tailed, as in power-law distributions), which may turn results not representative of true typical values. Moreover, the authors performed transformations in the annotations of their investigated subjects (e.g., by propagating the condition of outer ifdef to inner ones and making a conjunction of each elf condition with the condition of preceding branches.) We argue that such transformations may lead to over-scattering. In contrast, we measure scattering in a conservative manner, taking it as is given explicitly in the source code.

Couto et al. [7] extracted a software product line from the ArgoUML tool, using ifdefs to annotate feature code. As part of their study, the authors report similar metrics to those used by Liebig et al., including the scattering degree of features. With the observed scattering values, the authors link the corresponding features to specific patterns reported by Figueiredo et al. [10]. The patterns reported by
Figure 3: Power-law distribution of the scattering degree (SD) values in logarithmic scale
Figueiredo et al. formalize rules on how to identify specific kinds of scattered features.

Other researchers [8] investigated the relation between scattering and bugs, but do not prescribe a threshold limiting the degree of scattering. Nonetheless, they provide evidence that simple metrics as the scattering degree (a.k.a. concern diffusion metric) correlate with the number of bugs in a system, independent of the size of the latter. This strengthens our claim towards the need of reliable thresholds.

Outside the feature-oriented and product-line community, there are different pieces of work checking the characteristic distribution of size, coupling, and cohesion-related metrics. For example, Louridas et al. [18] study the existence of power-law distributions in different kinds of software components, including Java classes, Perl packages, shared Unix Libraries, and Windows dynamic linked libraries (DLLs). The authors conclude that heavy-tailed distributions, usually power-law distributions, appear at various levels of abstraction, in many domains, operating systems, and languages. Concas et al. [6] study ten different properties related to classes and methods of a large Smalltalk system, consistently finding non-Gaussian distributions for these properties. The authors then conclude that “the usual evaluation of systems based on mean and standard deviation of metrics can be misleading”. Baxter et al. [4] report that some structural properties of Java software follow power-law distributions, while other do not. They conjecture that metrics measuring properties that programmers are inherently aware about (e.g., out-degree distributions or number of method parameters) tend to follow distributions that are not power-law distributions.

From the observation that source code metrics may follow heavy-tailed distributions, researchers have recently proposed techniques for extracting reliable thresholds for existing metrics, including McCabe [1] and object-oriented metrics [19, 20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>xmin</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Statistically significant?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vi</td>
<td>1.8542</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2688</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libxml2</td>
<td>1.9790</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.0756</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lighttpd</td>
<td>2.2314</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.8752</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>2.0113</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.2368</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux kernel</td>
<td>2.2237</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.6436</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We analyzed the statistical distribution of the scattering degrees in five open-source pre-processor-based systems (vi, libxml2, lighttpd, MySQL, and Linux kernel). Our investigation shows that the feature-scattering distribution of four of our subjects (vi, lighttpd, MySQL, and Linux) follow a power law. We provide preliminary evidence that feature scattering is concentrated in specific features that skew the distribution. In such settings, feature-scattering thresholds based on central measures may not be reliable in practice.

To confirm or refute our preliminary findings, researchers shall investigate a larger set of systems. In this direction, we aim at re-applying our methodology in the investigation of other pre-processor-based software families, ideally covering the same systems as Liebig et al. By increasing the target corpus, we also plan to investigate how to extract reliable thresholds for pre-processor-based software families. Another direction for future investigation is to assess feature scattering in software families written in languages other than C (e.g., in object-oriented languages).
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